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MINUTES OF PERSONNEL AND RESOURCE COMMITTEE 

TUESDAY 11 JULY 2017 

18:00 IN THE STAFF ROOM 

 

PRESENT: 

David Riley, (Chair), Andy Jarvis (part), Alison Anderson (HT), Michelle Heather, Andy Mayes (part), Carole Mays 

 

IN ATTENDANCE:  Janine Prosser (Camclerk), Matt from Renewable Solutions, Chris Skelton (Site Manager) 

 

1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES:  

 

 All were welcomed to the meeting. 

  

Apologies were received and accepted from GM. AM will be late. 

 

2. PRESENTATION FROM MATT FROM RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS 

 

Matt proved some background to the Renewable Solutions: 

• They only work with schools and are in their first 18 months of trading, although the team has 14 

years of experience in the trade. 

• Government funding has been cut on so the scheme is funded by Less is More Capital - a social 

enterprise run by 3 retired senior bankers from Santander and RBS. 

• They are able to access corporate funds as a registered charity in order to further their mission: to 

help disadvantaged children in schools via energy saving. 

• Any financial savings made are required to be used to for disadvantaged children 

  

The company has visited the school and has completed a lighting review: 

• With the current wattage the energy cost to light the school is calculated at £8,500 p/a. 

• A design has been drawn up for new low energy led lighting, showing a comparison cost of £3600 p/a. 

• The lights would be provided on a 10 year operating lease which would cost £4000. 

• Therefore in year 1 there would be a small income of circa £750. 

• As time passes the cost of maintenance is projected to increase by 2.5%  

• By end of year 10 the saving will be around £15,000 cumulatively. 

• At end of the 10 years the school can either can return lights, or if they continue for a further 3 years, 

the lights are gifted to the school. 

• There is a separate charity for the maintenance of the lights and there is a sinking fund at the start of 

the lease of £5k for this purpose.  If there is anything left in the fund at the end of the lease it is gift 

aided back to school.  Accounts are provided for this to the school each year. 

• For Years 1-2 there is an onsite warranty 

• For Years 3-13 the lighting is replaced on a one for one basis - where a lamp is replaced and returned 

via free post.  If more than 1 % in a year fail then there will be a return visit to the school to assess the 

problem. 

• Some lights require an electrician to fit, but the school can access the sinking fund for this purpose. 

• Light readings are taken in each of the rooms to see if they are up to required levels, and the 

company also look at emergency lighting. 
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• It has been proven that children's concentration is better under LED rather than fluorescent lights. 

• The lights also use the most suitable colour for this age group of children. 

• The fund was originally £20,000,000 and is currently £6,000,000. 

• Bright Sparks will validate the quote and cap the profits at 20% gross profit and 7% net profit. 

• Without the scheme it would cost £65k to replace the lights - and only generating a saving of £5k a 

year, so without the scheme it would not be cost effective. 

  

AJ entered 1807 

  

Challenge and discussion 

• MH advised the electric in the school currently stretched and this would reduce the strain. 

• DR asked about any lights that are exposed - e.g. the once in the toilet - these have been put back 

now. 

• DR asked what the obligation is if the company fails - a separate CLG is set up to serve the school - if 

the parent company operating the lease fails there is no longer a lease to repay.   

• DR asked if the school did not pay the lease, would they reclaim the lights - this would be the case if 

the lights were functional, however if here was an issue with Less is More, then they would not have 

a right them. 

• DR asked what the difference is in wattage - it is at least half. 

• DR asked what the decoration implications are - these would need redoing by the school - Chris 

Skelton will be able to complete this.   

• DR asked if there are any other schools locally that the school can speak to - these can be seen from 

the linked in page of their website - they have just finished an academy in Romford, and also worked 

recently at South Wigston in Leicestershire and Barking. 

• AS asked whether the company could supply a testimonial - yes all schools who have had it 

completed will do so and Matt can provide a list of referees. 

• AS asked how many corporate environments have the old style lighting - most work forces have 

updated.  It is easier to get funded in a commercial environments as they have longer burn hours.  

• DR asked what the next stage is.  A letter of intent is required - this is non-binding but states the 

school will work exclusively with company for 12 months.  A detailed survey would then be done over 

the holiday. 

• DR asked how long will it take for the lights to be put in - they can be put in four shifts (i.e. in a 

weekend). 

• AS asked what proportion of lights will need an electrician to replace - this will mainly be the baton 

lights, but it is only expected there will be a 1% failure rate, anything over this will be paid for by the 

company.  The units have 25 year life span. The survey will show room by room what is currently in 

place and what will be required.   

• The project has the support of the school. 

  

All were in agreement to move ahead to letter of intent, subject to reading the quote.  

  

Matt left the meeting at 18.20 

  

MH circulated the quotation document to governors - there has been £1k added to the savings if the 

school act as an advocate to promote the service - there will be up to 4 visits a year. 

 

3. MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING:  
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The confidential minutes of the previous Personnel and Resource meeting held on 8 March 2017 were 

approved by the committee members as an accurate record and signed by the Chair. 

 

Matters Arising 

 

• Page One - Item 2 - Matters arising from the previous meeting - Emma Drage is the new PTA chair - 

DR will make contact with her to assist with becoming a charity - CM to send her email address to DR. 

 

All other items are either complete or on today's agenda. 

 

Actions: 

• Clerk to update action log accordingly. 

• CM to send DR details of new PTA chair to assist in becoming a charity. 

 

4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:  

 

Brian Heather (MH's husband) is being contracted to Les Brown - a company who have provided a quote 

in item 7 - MH will leave the room for this item. 

 

5. HEAD TEACHER’S REPORT 

  

The school have been successful in their application to become a teaching school, so will get £60k in 

August/September as a lump sum.  This is the funding from April 17 to March 18 and the school have the 

freedom to decide how it is spent.   This money has been preempted, and therefore the school can 

justifiably already account for teaching schools' money.  The school will receive further funding as follows: 

£50k for next 2 years then in the £40k in the fourth year. It is assumed that after four years the teaching 

school is self-sustaining.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.  FINANCIAL REVIEW  

 

Progress against current budget 

  

HT reported that the school did go overdrawn this year, as a payment was taken by EPM before EFA 

funding in came in.  It has been recognised that this was EPM’s error, and both the accountants and 

responsible officer have confirmed this is satisfactory.  The school is projecting having £15k in bank 

account on 31 August 2017 but this includes the funds required for the second part of payroll (a surplus 

for NI) the in-year deficit will be £6,184 

 
Challenge and discussion 

• DR ask what the surplus was at the end of last year - this was £11/12k. 

• DR noted that mid-year this was predicted at a higher deficit.  
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• AJ noted that last year there was carry over, but that this year the school have spent £20k more than 

they have received – this has been a difficult year with maternity/supply.   

 

Proposed budget for next year 

  

HT provided copies of the proposed budget: 

• No money from BOSS has been anticipated - going forward the school will be looking to save the 

money from BOSS as in three more years the building will be required for classroom.  Currently BOSS 

is generating £20/25k income, but it is hoped this will be more as they are increasing floor space by 

moving to the EYFS space. 

• UIFSM is based on the most up to date figures - the notification came in yesterday.  Next year there 

will be more as there are more children on roll (280) - this is based on last year's October census 

(270).   

• The teaching staff spend may go down, currently it is based on Laura Conlong returning full time after 

February half term. 

• The budget includes Stacey Jaynes coming back 2 days a week part time and Emily Hart coming back 

also. 

• A nominal amount has been put into supply teachers as some staff have flexibility to move around if 

required. 

• TA hours have been reduced by natural wastage - Emma Lewesel in Year 4 is going to university and 

has not been replaced, as child in Year 4 with a statement has also left.  The two additional TA’s taken 

on this year have been kept, and the school also has an apprentice coming into this budget. 

• There have been a number of queries about support staff going forward next year from parents in the 

lower part of the school - there is one TA supporting two Year 1 classes and there is the assumption 

by some parents there should be a TA in every class, as well as those supporting children with EHCPs - 

a note will be put out in the autumn term to manage parents’ expectations. 

  

Challenge and discussion 

• DR asked what the budget includes in terms of salary - there is additional pressure on HT and MH 

with the teaching schools, so MH's teaching has been reduced to one day a week to assist with this 

and this is included in the figures. 

• AJ asked whether MH could be taken out of the classroom for the other day - at the moment MH 

being released has been done on good will - Michelle Purser has agreed to do an extra day until Laura 

Conlong returns. Different options were reviewed and balanced with what is best for the children. 

MH advised that one benefit of being in the class is that it useful to be on the ground as it helps to 

assist with expectations.  The school feel this is the best compromise for all. 

• AS asked if there any significant changes to the budget from previous years with the exception of 

staffing - there have been no other major changes - children are now being asked to bring in own 

stationary, and a lot do anyway. 

• DR noted that Kings school have set up a charity that all parents encouraged to pay £25 per pupil into, 

which is gift aided.  

• It is predicted that 30-40% of schools in the Local Authority will go into deficit this year.   

  

All governors were happy to adopt the budget for the next year and DR signed the proposed budget in 

agreement.  

  

AM entered 18.49 
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7. PREMISES 

  

MH left for this item  

  

HT and MH are moving offices to free up some space.  Following a consultation with the children the 

office space was their preferred area for the new classroom - previously the school were looking to turn 

staff room into classroom.  Therefore the art bay will be extended and changed into offices.  The staff 

room will be needed as a classroom in future years. 

  

Two quotes have been obtained and these are close in costs. 

  

The considerations include: 

• The room needs to be sound proofed  

• Radiators need to be taken out 

• A fire door needs putting in 

  

The costs of the two quotes are as follows: 

• Quote A - £9,873  

• Quote B - £10,000.   

  

Quote A is for a contractor who subcontracts to Brian Heather to do some work.  MH has not been 

involved in the process or seen the quotes. - Chris Skelton has managed these.  With Quote A the quality 

of the work is known.   

  

The work will not be started until the end of August and most will be done during term time.  

 

  

Challenge and discussion 

• DR asked whether the school can afford the work - it is budgeted for in next year's budget. 

• DR asked whether the work would still be completed if the school gets a temporary classroom - this is 

the case as the outside space will be for BOSS and any external training put on. 

• DR asked whether this would have an impact on the lighting review - he will be informed before the 

next survey. 

• AJ asked whether there is any other difference between the quotes - not apart from price  

• CM asked whether quote B was also local - this is the case. 

  

All were agreement to go with Quote A. 

  

MH reentered the meeting.  

  

The Fire visit was completed and full fire risk assessment will be completed in August - the notification 

from the EFA regarding the standards of the building was completed and the survey has been returned.   

 

8. PERSONNEL 

  

There are the following changes for the next year: 

• Rebecca Pope and Bethany Meadows have both been appointed.   

• Tom Didsbury going to Bushmead.   
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• Jenny Mews is retiring and there will be a new school business manager (Heidi Trainch - currently a 

SBM at another school with an accounting background) - there will be a hand over period end of 

August and start of September  

  

There has been a restructure in leadership and a return to Key Stage leaders rather than Phase leaders: 

• KS2 - Laura Fozzard 

• KS1 - S Tarpey  

• EYFS - Kate Woodward 

  

9. NATIONAL ITEMS AND LA SUGGESTED ITEMS 

  

There is nothing specific to note for this committee 

  

10. ISSUES FOR FGB 

 

DR summarised as follows: 

• Outline budget 

• Key staffing changes 

• Lighting proposal 

 

 

 

 

 

11. AOB 

 

The Head Teacher Performance Review is due in September - Margaret Sargent is no longer doing this but 

Joan Beale, as a consultant, will attend - the cost is similar to that charged by the LA and Joan already 

knows the school.   A date will be arranged for September. 

 

Action: 

• HT to liaise with Joan Beale for a date in September for HTPR. 

  

12. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

 

 TBC at FGB. 

 

The meeting closed at 18.55 

 

 

Chair’s Name      Chair’s Signature 

 

 

 


